Computer Science Minor
19 CREDIT MINOR

NAME: ______________________________________

ID: ______________________________________

Core Courses (7 Credits)
☐ CI 201 OR CIEN 201: Introduction to Computer Science (4)
☐ CI 213 OR CIEN 213: Data Structures (3)

Computer Science Courses (3 Credits)
☐ CI ________________  *CI prefix and number 300 - 499

Additional Credits (9 Credits)
SELECT FROM: ICSI100 TO 499, BITM215, APHY353 OR ICEN353, APHY454 OR ICEN454, AMAT220, 313, 326, 367, 372, 374, 401, APHI432, AATM498 OR ABIO440 OR ACHM411

NOT FROM: ICSI201, TCSI201, ICEN201, ICSI 213, ICEN 213
STUDENT INFORMATION

Name: 
ID:  
AVN: 
Advisor: 

COURSE RECOMMENDATIONS: